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Due to the difficulties such as, lack of funds, workload underestimated, talent
shortage, developers’ quality and technical issues, it is difficult for the small and
medium software companies to adopt existing commercial management software to
manage software project development. How to make good use of existing resources
to develop its own software project management model is particularly important to
those companies.
Requirement management plays an important roll in software project
management. This thesis first analyzes the current software project management
theories and proposes the use of a combination of various viewpoints, theories,
standards and software development models to find the most suitable project
management approach to enterprises.
Secondly, the thesis analyzes the impact of mismanagement of requirements
by a failed project, sums up the reasons for requirement changes and the four factors
for requirement generation. The thesis proposed the four-dimensional control method,
which is to integrate project management, quality system management, project
communication management and software life cycle models into the project
development process to handle requirement changes comprehensively. Then the
thesis introduces how to apply four-dimensional control method to the project.
Finally, the thesis displays the achievement of a project (DVPS9000) to prove
the effectiveness and advantages of the four-dimensional control method in small-
scale enterprise in terms of software project management.
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